Landscape Maintenance Services
ADDENDUM #2
03/15/2019

Please see the below answers to the RFI questions:

1. Are irrigation repairs a billable expense? Labor and material?
   Answer: Yes those would be extra from this contract. Unless repair is needed from the Contractor’s wrong doing.

2. In RFB it is mentioned that the contractor is responsible to replant damaged or thin areas, is that on an approval basis for extra work?
   Answer: Yes those would be extra from this contract. Unless repair is needed from the Contractor’s wrong doing.

3. Are all 4 sites requiring daily trash and litter pick up?
   Answer: No. Trash pickup is done by TCMC.

4. Do you have an approved chemical list or IPM program listing the approved products?
   Answer: No. Contractor is responsible to ensure compliance with all regulations.

5. Do you want us to include copies of the C27 & D49 license with our response?
   Answer: Yes please provide a copy of these licenses with your bid.